
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

September in Brussels is hot for KIC-Europe this year ! 
 
Brussels - Minded business visionaries; @juanma from @Finnovaregio and @carolinebergaud from 

@mindthebridge; attended KIC-Europe steering committee to review Korean's companies applications 

bound to expand to Europe. The selected ones will have the opportunity to pitch all throughout Europe in 

October and November in international events, contests and competitions.  

Daliworks, Inc, KRF Co., Ltd, My Mobile, Co., Ltd and Sonictier Inc. aimed to achieve a unique intimate 

approach to over 50 investors and investment managers from Business Angels networks, VCs and top-

tier European accelerators to sell their business ideas and lay the foundation for important deals in the 

future. 

Daliworks, Inc is providing Thing+, Internet of Things cloud, which enables customers to build faster, 

cheaper, reliable and scalable IoT services. Thing+ helps customers to take full control of their IoT services 

by connecting, managing, and analyzing their devices in real time. 

KRF Co., Ltd. is a company specializing in high power RF amplifier for DAS (Distribute Antenna System) 

solution such as GSM, CDMA, USPCS, WCDMA, LTE for mobile bands. KRF high power amplifier is key 

product for RF and ICS repeaters which amplifying signal in tunnel, public safety, airports, residential, 

hospital, office building, and public safety area for mobile phone.  

My Mobile, Co., Ltd is company which created The Kkul-Jam sleep management system. This device uses 

highly sensitive sensors that will work with smartphone so that it can measure the amount of exercise and 

physical activities during the day as well as the quality of sleep based on respiration and hear rate which 

will help analyze the relationship between the sleep quality and the daytime activities. Ultimately, the Kkiul-

Jam service aims to provide and recommend the best personalized method for one’s good night sleep 

according to individual activities and habits. 

Sonictier provides a new 3D audio format solution to theaters. It also provides 3D audio mixing technology 

for sound mixers to make 3D audio contents to be played in those theaters. Then movie fans can enjoy 

immersive sound which is close to nature. 

@KIC-Europe would like to heartily thank the participation of our esteemed members Caroline Bergaud 

from Mind The Bridge, Juan M.Revuelta from Finnova and Pablo Garrido from KIC-Europe. 
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